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the first yu yu hakusho game of the series to be released on a non-
nintendo platform, yu yu hakusho forever returns to the arcade with
a 2d fighter. the game was ported to the dreamcast, and later the
gamecube, where it was localized as yu yu hakusho: grand battle
coliseum. the dreamcast version was produced by the sega
dreamcast development team and was titled yu yu hakusho: eternal
story. in this game, yusuke encounters two new characters called
rena and baba yaga, both playable in battle, and also encounters
kurama. this game also added a virtua fighter-like gameplay mode.
as a fighting game, yu yu hakusho forever has that arcade action
feel, but is a bit lacking in depth, though it does have a lot of
gimmicks and combos. compared to the original game, youll notice
a few differences; the moves are a little more fluid, allowing you to
pull off certain techniques more often, while combos are still all the
same, but are easier to pull off thanks to less restrictive timing.
theres no escape from combos, which can be fatal; youre
guaranteed a combo at the start of each fight, but if your opponent
steps out of it, you can throw your life away, but its still a risk. there
are no throws, and no crouching, which are generally more useful
and important in a fighting game; but theres still plenty of options,
though theres nothing like the original game's special moves, which
are still there, and as usual, the characters are all tied to real-life
martial arts. a sequel to one of the most beloved fighting games of
all time, yu yu hakusho forever is a continuation of the story from
the original yu yu hakusho. the story revolves around the next
generation of hakushoo, with each character fighting to protect the
hidden leaf village from the savage attack of a new generation of
fighters.
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the second thing this game marks is hiei's friendship with yusuke.
this was the first time since the original game that he was able to

win against yusuke in a swordfight. it also marks that hiei
understands yusuke's power, as he's capable of holding his own, if
not coming out on top. this is also the first time that we see yusuke
heal, something that he would continue to do throughout his run on

yu yu hakusho. finally, it marks that a prequel game was being
made, as we never see the two of them fighting again. in fact, their
last appearance as friends comes after the third game, in the first

part of the berserk arc. this game is also the first time that hiei
actually gets to fight in the makai tournament. while he does enter a

few times in the main series, this is the first time that we see him
even get into the preliminaries. this is also the first time that hiei is
allowed to use his full arsenal of powers. yuu yu hakusho game - iso
(playstation 2) name status developer yu yu hakusho forever ps2 iso

50% dimps yu yu hakusho game - iso 100% dimps you can find
further information about this game in the faq. there are four

different characters to choose from when playing single-player mode
in the yu yu hakusho: sensui batoru game. each of them has a

different attack pattern and will use three different ki (or ki combos)
at any given time. 5ec8ef588b
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